OPENING HOURS
MONDAY CLOSED
T UESDAY 9.30AM - 5.00PM
WEDNESDAY 9.30AM - 5.00PM
T HURSDAY 9.30AM - 8.00PM
F RIDAY 9.30AM - 5.00PM
SAT URDAY 9.00AM - 5.00PM
SUNDAY CLOSED

Belle c h e r i e .C O M . AU

CALL 0484 255 338
VISIT 101/35 HASTING STREET, SCARBOROUGH
EMAIL 01BELLECHERIE@GMAIL.COM
INSTAGRAM @BELLECHERIE_SCARBOROUGH FAC EBOOK /01BELLECHERIE
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One of the biggest benefits is having great brows, all the time! Unlike pencils, pomades and powders, your tattooed
brows won’t fade or smudge throughout the day. A quick brush through with brow mascara and you’ll be ready to face
the day, reducing your morning beauty routine.
POWDER TOUC H BROWS $699

Eyebrow tattoo technique that creates a soft shaded
brow pencil look
OMBRE BROWS

699

$

LAMINAT ION BROWS

BROW T IDY

100

$

35

$

50
HENNA BROWS $60
BROW T INT $20
HENNA T INT $30
EYELASH T INT $25
LASH LIF T $65
BROW DESIGN

$

F EAT HER TOUC H BROWS

550

$

Hair like strokes to for a very natural look
COMBINAT ION BROWS

699

$

Use multiple techniques to create the best shape
using your current brows
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LIP LINER 			
F ULL LIP 			
EYELINER TOP 		

350
450
$
250
$
$

$
BRA ZILIAN 			
65
BIKINI 				$55
$
G-ST RING 			
45
$
UNDERARM 			
25
LIP 				$15
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ULT RASONIC 			
HIGH F REQUENCY 		

KERAT IN T REAT MENT

SKIN CONSULTAT ION

45

$

EYELINER BOT TOM 		
EYELINER TOP + BOT TOM
LASHLINE ENHANC EMENT

250
400
$
250
$
$

C HIN 				$15
$
MONO BROW 			
10
NOSE 				$10
$
SIDE OF FAC E 			
15

50

$

Your consultation includes an in-depth discussion
about your skin, where we learn about
your goals and skin history. From here, you will
learn about the right mix of products and treatment
options to help you achieve your best look ever.
RF MIC RO NEEDLING
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Same technique as the powder brows but lighter at
the front to create a softer look
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350

$

This treatment effectively rebuilds and revitalizes
the skin. Controlled RF energy delivers heat into
deeper layer of the skin to firm up tissue, remodel
collagen, improve mild wrinkles, and diminish scars,
all while leaving the outer layer of the skin intact.
MESOT HERAPY

280

$

Minimally invasive procedure where a series of
superfine injections of vitamins, minerals and amino
acids cocktails are delivered into the mesodermal
layer
ST EM C ELL REJUVENAT ION

50
50

$

LED LIGHT 			
EXPRESS MIC RO 		

50
50

$
$

Known as the celebrity facial. Removes dead
cells from the skin to eliminate dark spots and
hyperpigmentaton. The technology uses water and
oxygen to effortlessly exfoliate the skin.
SKIN NEEDLING

250

$

Reduce scars caused by acne , fine lines and wrinkles,
pigmentation and stimulate the elastin and
collagen for clear, plump glowing skin.
DERMA PLANING

200

$

Using surgical scalpel to gently scrape the dead skin
cells along with peach fuzz.
PHYTO PEEL

260

$

An intense exfoliation treatment working from
the inside the skin releasing active ingredients that
encourage the skin natural regeneration process.
B PEEL (BEAUT Y PEEL)

220

$

Stem cell is a cosmeceutical line with high
concentrations of plant stem cells designed
to reverse the slowdown in cell regeneration,
strengthening the skin’s tissue structure and
improving skin quality and texture.

B Peel harnesses the power of herbs to treat all skin
types without toxic side effects.

ENERGY C CORRECT IVE
T REAT MENT $220

COSMELAN DEPIGMENT ING
T REAT MENT $1,500

Exposure to the sun, smoking, strict diets and stress
causes the skin to oxidate and lose luminosity.
energy C is a cosmeceutical line with high
concentrations of vitamin C designed to combat the
first signs of chrono- and photoaging.
EN ZYME T HERAPY MASK

180

$

A specially formulated tightening mask designed to
work with your circulatory system creating reverse
osmosis – a vital component of optimal skin health
responsible for removing waste via lymphatics, and
nourishing our cells and tissues via our blood supply
MIC RODERMABRASION

$

220

$

HYDRODERMABRASION $150

100

$

Non invasive exfoliation & mild skin resurfacing
that removes the dead skin revealing incredibly
glowing skin.

C PEEL (CORRECT IVE PEEL) $450

Corrective and and intensive treatment. New skin
in 5 days.

Cosmelan is a highly innovative system that
gently targets and treats unwanted pigmentation
on the face. The two-phase intensive treatment
programme firstly involves the application of a
highly potent de-pigmenting mask. This safe and
non-invasive procedure treats the source of pigment
formation to deliver a rapidly clearer, brighter and
more clarified complexion without the use of lasers
or foundations.
T HERMAL VITAMIN C MASK

$

120

This special heat treatment raises the temperature
of the skin for rapid and effective absorption of active
ingredients. Includes Microdermabrasion.

